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Review command line parameters 
A property 'Command Line' is available at two levels: 

 In properties of profile objects 
 In properties of login objects (login objects are created when converting user objects) 

 
If a string is set and contains codes that are not available for HOPEX V1R1 (ex: code 'AAD'), it will 
not be considered. No error should be displayed to screen but in the error logfile. It is therefore 
recommended to review command line parameters and remove codes that are not available for 
HOPEX V1R1. 
 
Before removal After removal 
/K'ARC,AAD' /K'ARC' 
 
To identify the objects to be updated, you can run the following queries: 
 
Object Type Example of query for the code 'AAD' 
Login Select [Login] Where [Command Line] Like '#AAD#' 
Profile Select [Profile] Where [Command Line] Like '#AAD#' 
 
See the link below to get the list of codes not available for HOPEX V1R2/V1R3: 
http://community.mega.com/t5/custom/page/page-id/mega-kb-solution?sid=501D00000012hECIAY 

Convert format of report templates (MS Word) 
By default, report templates (MS Word) are installed in the MS Word format. 
If it is decided to switch to RTF format, a conversion is required. 
To make this decision, see the section 'Decide format of report templates (MS Word) ' sooner in this 
document. 
 
Pre-requisites: 
Use a machine where 

 HOPEX V1R2-V1R3 is installed 
 MS Word is installed (version Office 2003/2007/2010/2013). 
 MEGA environment to be converted are available (update file permissions). 
 Verify that non process WINWORD.EXE is running. 

 
Procedure: 
For each MEGA Environment: 

1. Start the Administration Console. 
2. Select and open the environment with the appropriate login (ex: system). 
3. In the folder 'Repositories', select 'Systemdb'. 
4. R click > Conversions > Utilities: 

A list of conversions is displayed. 
5. Check 'MEGA Repository - Convert Report Templates (MS Word) to RTF format'. 

Wait until the processing is finished. 
6. Exit Administration Console 

 
Result: 
For the MEGA environment 

 Each report template (MS word) is saved in the RTF format in the system database. 
 Each RTF style sheet used by a report template (MS Word) is duplicated and converted to the 

RTF format. The duplicate has the .RTF file extension and is saved in the folder 'Mega_usr' of 
the MEGA environment. 

 
It is recommended to verify in the error logfile (megaerrYYYYMMDD.txt) that each report template 
(MS word) has been converted without error. 
 


